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How strong is the effect of van der Waals (vdW) interactions on the electronic properties of molecules
and extended systems? To answer this question, we derived a fully self-consistent implementation of the
density-dependent interatomic vdW functional of Tkatchenko and Scheffler [Phys. Rev. Lett. 102, 073005
(2009)]. Not surprisingly, vdW self-consistency leads to tiny modifications of the structure, stability, and
electronic properties of molecular dimers and crystals. However, unexpectedly large effects were found in
the binding energies, distances, and electrostatic moments of highly polarizable alkali-metal dimers. Most
importantly, vdW interactions induced complex and sizable electronic charge redistribution in the vicinity
of metallic surfaces and at organic-metal interfaces. As a result, a substantial influence on the computed
work functions was found, revealing a nontrivial connection between electrostatics and long-range electron
correlation effects.
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Ubiquitous in nature, van der Waals (vdW) interactions
are the result of quantum mechanical fluctuations of the
electron density nðrÞ and play a critical role in the formation,
stability, and function of a wide variety of systems, ranging
from simple noble-gas dimers to complex hybrid organicinorganic interfaces [1–3]. Since the long-range vdWenergy
EvdW typically represents only a tiny fraction (∼0.001%) of
the total energy, the influence of vdW on nðrÞ and electronic
properties, such as multipolar moments and orbital energy
levels, is commonly assumed to be rather small, if not
negligible. For this reason, some of the most widely used
methodologies for incorporating vdW interactions within
the framework of density-functional theory (DFT) are
generally approximated by an a posteriori perturbation of
the total energy and are, therefore, only accounted for after
nðrÞ has been obtained via the self-consistent (SC) solution
of the nonlinear Kohn-Sham (KS) equations.
In a fully SC scheme, the contribution of the electronic vdW
potential vvdW ½nðrÞ ¼ δEvdW ½nðrÞ=δnðrÞ, i.e., the functional derivative of the vdWenergy with respect to the electron
density, would be directly added to the exchange-correlation
(XC) potential to form the total effective potential in the KS
equations. In this regard, SC implementations are currently
available for the nonlocal vdW-DF family of XC functionals
resulting from the Chalmers-Rutgers collaboration [4–7] as
well as the density-dependent dispersion correction of
Steinmann and Corminboeuf [8,9]. When applied to small
atomic and molecular dimers, only slight modifications of the
structure and stability, along with minuscule changes in nðrÞ,
were found due to a SC treatment of both of these vdWinclusive methods [6,7,10,11]. However, while SC vdW
effects are expected to produce modest structural and density
changes in small molecular dimers, a rigorous investigation of
0031-9007=15=114(17)=176802(5)

these electron density modifications as well as a thorough
analysis of larger and more complex systems, such as metallic
surfaces and organic-inorganic interfaces, has still not been
performed to date.
In this Letter, we report a fully SC implementation of
the density-dependent interatomic vdW functional of
Tkatchenko and Scheffler (vdWTS ) [12]. The effects of a
SC treatment of long-range vdW interactions on nðrÞ are
subsequently assessed in small molecular dimers, alkalimetal dimers, transition-metal surfaces, and organic-metal
interfaces, finding unexpectedly large effects in the electronic properties for many of these systems.
On the basis of a pairwise-additive summation of
interatomic dispersion contributions, an efficient and
widely used approach for incorporating vdW interactions
in DFT [12–15], the density-dependent vdWTS energy
expression is given as [12]
1X
EvdWTS ½nðrÞ ¼ −
f ½nðrÞC6;AB ½nðrÞR−6
ð1Þ
AB ;
2 AB AB
in which RAB ¼ jRA − RB j is the distance between atoms A
and B, C6;AB ½nðrÞ is the corresponding dipole-dipole vdW
coefficient, and f AB ½nðrÞ ¼ f AB ðRAB ;R0AB ½nðrÞÞ is a Fermitype damping function introduced to avoid the divergence of
R−6
AB for small interatomic distances and to couple the longrange vdW energy to a given semilocal XC functional via the
correlation length defined by R0AB ½nðrÞ, the sum of the vdW
radii associated with atoms A and B. In the vdWTS scheme, the
explicit dependence on nðrÞ originates from the effective
quantities in Eq. (1) above, C6;AB ½nðrÞ ≡ γ A ½nðrÞγ B ½nðrÞ ×
0
1=3 0;free
Cfree
RA þ ðγ B ½nðrÞÞ1=3 ×
6;AB and RAB ½nðrÞ ≡ ðγ A ½nðrÞÞ
0;free
RB , which are defined utilizing the following volume ratio,
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R
drr3 wA ðrÞnðrÞ
V A ½nðrÞ
R
γ A ½nðrÞ ¼
¼
;
ð2Þ
V free
drr3 nfree
A
A ðrÞ
P free
wherein wA ðrÞ ¼ nfree
A ðrÞ= B nB ðrÞ is the Hirshfeld [16]
weight for partitioning the total charge density into atomic
components, in conjunction with free-atom reference data
(taken from experiment and high-level quantum chemical
calculations) to account for hybridization, Pauli repulsion, and
other semilocal XC effects in the construction of these
quantities for a given “atom-in-a-molecule.”
The vdW potential—the main ingredient in a SC
implementation—has been derived analytically in this
work and is comprised of the following terms,


1 X δf AB ½nðrÞ
C6;AB ½nðrÞR−6
vvdWTS ½nðrÞ ¼ −
AB
2 AB
δnðrÞ



δC6;AB ½nðrÞ −6
ð3Þ
þ f AB ½nðrÞ
RAB ;
δnðrÞ
and therefore includes the functional derivatives corresponding to both of the aforementioned quantities that explicitly
depend on nðrÞ. As mentioned above, the electronic vdW
potential given in Eq. (3) would be directly added to the
XC potential to form the total KS effective potential, i.e.,
v½nðrÞ ¼ vXC ½nðrÞ þ vvdWTS ½nðrÞ, which will modify the
single-particle eigenfunctions and eigenvalues resulting
from a SC solution of the electronic KS equations. In what
follows, we will refer to this SC vdW scheme as
DFA þ vdWTS
sc , in which DFA represents the underlying
approximate XC functional utilized. The DFA þ vdWTS
sc
methodology has been implemented for both periodic and
nonperiodic systems in the full-potential all-electron code,
FHI-AIMS [17], which has been employed for all of the
calculations reported herein, and in the plane-wave and
pseudopotential-based code, QUANTUM ESPRESSO [18,19].
We first apply this method to the methane (CH4 ) dimer,
separated along the z axis by a fixed carbon-carbon distance
of 6.72 Å. To evaluate the density response due to the
inclusion of long-range correlation effects, we considered a
series of electron density differences as a function of z (by
integrating over the corresponding
orthogonal x-y planes),
RR
i.e., ΔnM1−M2 ðzÞ ¼
dxdy½nM1 ðrÞ − nM2 ðrÞ, in which
M1 and M2 refer to the different electronic structure
methods employed (See Fig. 1). As a reference, we have
computed ΔnCCSD−HF ðzÞ, the integrated electron density
difference between the coupled-cluster single and double
excitations level of theory (CCSD) and the underlying meanfield Hartree-Fock (HF) approximation [20]. Here, we note
that the performance of the Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof
(PBE) [21] and HF methodologies coupled with vdWTS
sc
match almost perfectly with the reference ΔnCCSD−HF ðzÞ,
which is strongly indicative that the vdWTS
sc scheme correctly
captures the response of the long-range vdW energy with
respect to nðrÞ [i.e., the second term in Eq. (3)]. In addition,
both of these methods display identical shapes over the

FIG. 1 (color online). Integrated electron density differences
[ΔnðzÞ] for the methane (CH4 ) dimer separated by a carbon-carbon
distance of 6.72 Å along the z axis. The molecular geometry of
the methane dimer is sketched along with the two-dimensional
isodensity surfaces produced by the ΔnPBEþvdWTS
ðzÞ electron
sc −PBE
density difference. The outer (inner) contours delimit regions of
electron density accumulation (depletion) (10−7 e=Å3 ).
Truncated for clarity, the ΔnPBEþvdW−DF−PBE ðzÞ electron density
difference varies from −14 × 10−5 to 9 × 10−5 e=Å.

entire z range, which is further evidence of the robustness of
the vdWTS
sc correction with respect to the underlying XC
functional. In the region between the methane molecules,
the inclusion of vdWTS
sc produces a positive ΔnðzÞ, with
an accumulated density that decays with a slope similar
to ΔnCCSD−HF ðzÞ.
The challenges associated with reproducing the vdWinduced changes in nðrÞ are highlighted by considering
the self-consistent GW (sc-GW) methodology [22]. While
the density difference ΔnHFþscGW−HF ðzÞ captures all of the
qualitative features of the reference ΔnCCSD−HF ðzÞ, there
still remain quantitative differences in the magnitude and
decay rate of the density modifications. While such
differences might be attributed to the overestimation of
C6 coefficients at the sc-GW level of theory, these discrepancies are indicative of the high level of accuracy that is
required in order to correctly capture the nontrivial density
modifications induced by long-range correlation effects.
Similar to the sc-GW method, the SC vdW-DF functional
also reproduces the shape of the nðrÞ redistribution, but
yields much larger charge rearrangements than the CCSD
reference. Since the vdW-DF C6 coefficient for the methane
dimer is accurate [23], this overestimation must stem from
the large-gradient behavior of the vdW-DF kernel.
All of the curves in Fig. 1 show a redistribution of nðrÞ
in which two accumulation peaks develop in the region
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between the molecules due to the inclusion of long-range
correlation effects. This net accumulation of charge density
produces an electrostatic attraction between the nuclear
framework of a given molecule and its own distorted
electronic cloud, leading to an “effective” intermolecular
attraction. Hence, this analysis of SC vdW effects provides
a clear connection between the Feynman picture, in which
vdW interactions stem from the electrostatic attraction
between perturbed molecular electron densities [24], and
the more conventional London approach, in which vdW
interactions result from the electrodynamic coupling
between fluctuating molecular dipoles.
Considering now the influence of a SC vdW treatment on
the binding energies for a large variety of systems, ranging
from small gas-phase dimers to systems of increasing
complexity and size, e.g., the S22 database [25], the
X23 database of molecular crystals [26], as well as metal
surfaces, we found that the SC and a posteriori treatments
provide nearly consistent binding energies in general, with
differences spanning from a negligible 0.001% in the Ar
dimer to just under 1% in extended metal surfaces. We note
here that a SC treatment of vdW interactions can in fact lead
to significantly larger changes (on the order of 5%) in the
different components of the total electronic energy, such as
the kinetic and Hartree contributions, but in most cases
these energetic modifications largely cancel out, yielding a
negligible difference in the final binding energy. However,
substantially larger effects will intervene in polarizable
systems with strong vdW effects, such as the alkali-metal
dimers. In this regard, we computed the binding energy
curves for Cs    Cs and Na    Cs using the HF þ vdWTS
sc
and HF þ vdWTS methods. In both cases, the SC vdW
method improves the agreement of structural, energetic,
and electronic properties with experiment. For Cs    Cs,
the equilibrium internuclear distance was increased from
4.50 to 4.58 Å (compared to the experimental value of
4.65 Å [27]), accompanied by an increase of 25 meV (∼9%)
in the binding energy. For the heteronuclear Na    Cs,
the binding distance was decreased by 0.08 Å, coupled
with a significant increase of 35 meV (∼40%) in the
binding energy and a reduction of 0.73 debye in the dipole
moment, resulting in a computed value of 5.44 debye
(compared to the experimental value of 4.75  0.2 debye
[28]). We note in passing that the inclusion of semilocal PBE
correlation only worsens the agreement with experiment for
the electronic properties of these alkali-metal dimers.
To study the effects of a SC treatment of vdW interactions
on extended systems, we now employ the recent extension
of the vdWTS method to model adsorbates on surfaces, the
vdWsurf scheme [29], which builds on Lifshitz-ZarembaKohn (LZK) theory to include the many-body collective
electronic response of the substrate via C6 coefficient
renormalization [30,31]. In analogy to the analysis performed above for the methane dimer, we consider the integrated
electron density difference, ΔnPBEþvdW surf
ðzÞ, along the
sc -PBE
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FIG. 2 (color online). Integrated electron density differences
[ΔnðzÞ] between the PBE þ vdWsurf
sc and PBE methods along the
axis perpendicular to the (111) surfaces of a series of coinage
metals. The vertical dashed line at z ¼ 0 represents the topmost
metal layer with the vacuum to the left.

z-axis defining the direction normal to the (111) surfaces of
the most common coinage metals: Cu, Ag, and Au (See
Fig. 2). In doing so, the first point to highlight here is the fact
that the nðrÞ modifications for extended metal surfaces are
roughly three orders of magnitude larger than in the gasphase molecular dimers, which is strongly indicative of the
importance of a SC vdW treatment in these systems.
For the Cu and Ag surfaces, there is a net accumulation
of nðrÞ between the metal layers and in the vacuum region,
coupled with a depletion at the metal layers. On the
contrary, the SC vdW ansatz yields an accumulation of
nðrÞ at the metal layers and a net depletion in the interstitial
and vacuum regions in Au. These qualitatively opposing
effects are due to the relative balance between the interatomic distance a0 and the vdW radius R0 of the metal in
question. When R0 < a0 , as is the case for Cu and Ag, the
contribution from the vdW potential is dominated by the
second term in Eq. (3), which redistributes nðrÞ by
depleting regions with a large concentration of the charge
density. In the opposite case, when R0 ≥ a0 , as for Au, the
damping regime plays a more important role, in which the
relative importance of the first term in Eq. (3) increases and
eventually results in a switch of the accumulation and
depletion regions. At large distances from the metal surface, i.e., well into the vacuum region, the effects of the
vdW potential on nðrÞ decay as 1=ðR − Rp Þ3 relative to the
reference plane Rp , as predicted by LZK theory [31].
As shown in Fig. 2, the SC vdW effects on nðrÞ primarily
involve the topmost metal layer and the vacuum region,
suggesting that the vdW potential is significantly modifying the surface dipole of these metals. In this regard, an
observable property that is directly related to the surface
dipole is the work function Φ, defined as the minimum
energy required to displace an electron from the metal
surface to the vacuum, i.e., Φ ¼ V vac − EF , in which V vac
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TABLE I. Work functions (in eV) of various metal (111)
surfaces obtained from experiment [36–38] and theory using
the PBE and PBE þ vdWsurf
sc methodologies. The experimental
methods utilized to obtain these work functions are denoted by
PE (photoelectric effect) or FE (field emission). Underlined
values denote cases with the largest vdWsurf
sc effects.
Metal
Cu
Rh
Ag
Ir
Pt
Au

Period
4
5
5
6
6
6

Experiment [Method]
4.94
5.60
4.74
5.76
5.93
5.32

[PE]
[PE]
[PE]
[PE]
[FE]
[PE]

PBE

PBE þ vdWsurf
sc

4.89
5.26
4.44
5.66
5.76
5.18

4.95
5.55
4.74
5.64
5.73
5.14

is the electrostatic potential in the vacuum region and EF is
the Fermi energy. Hence, the experimentally and theoretically determined work functions for six different metal
(111) surfaces are listed in Table I. Each of these metal
surfaces was constructed using lattice constants computed
at the PBE þ vdWsurf level of theory [32], and the scaled
zeroth-order regular approximation [33] was included to
account for scalar relativistic effects. The resulting PBE
work functions were in good agreement with previously
obtained results [34,35].
For those metals belonging to the fourth and fifth
periods, the vdWsurf
sc method increases the magnitude of
Φ with respect to PBE and therefore improves the overall
agreement with experiment, with particularly large effects
found for both Rh and Ag. Since R0 < a0 in Rh, the same
qualitative behavior found above for Cu and Ag occurs in
this case (as shown in Fig. 2), namely, a net accumulation of
nðrÞ in the interstitial and vacuum regions coupled with a
depletion within the metal layers. Consequently, EF is
lowered due to the attractive Coulombic interaction
between the metal layers and the interstitial region, coupled
with the formation of an increased surface dipole due to
spillage of nðrÞ into the vacuum region, increasing V vac .
The combination of these two effects increases the work
functions for Cu, Rh, and Ag as shown in Table I. In
particular, the vdWsurf
sc scheme modifies EF by ∼6% and
V vac by ∼40% for Ag, resulting in a significant increase of
0.32 eV in Φ. In contrast to Cu, Rh, and Ag, the Pd atom
has a fully occupied valence electron shell (½Kr4d10 ),
exhibiting strong self-interaction error when using semilocal functionals. Therefore, we leave further analysis of
the Pd(111) case for future work.
For the remaining three metals belonging to the sixth
period (Ir, Pt, Au), Φ values computed at the PBE level are
slightly reduced in magnitude when SC vdW effects are
included (see Table I). For these elements, R0 ≥ a0 and the
changes in nðrÞ follow the behavior discussed above for
Au. Here, we observed a slightly increased EF due to the
vdWsurf
scheme coupled with a small reduction of the
sc
corresponding PBE work functions (by 0.02–0.04 eV),
with similar effects noticed when using hybrid functionals
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for Ir, Pt, and Au. With average discrepancies of 0.2 eV
still remaining from experiment, it is well known that
effects beyond the scalar relativistic approximation become
increasingly more important in computing Φ for such
heavy metals. In this regard, spin-orbit coupling stabilizes
the Fermi level of bulk Au by approximately 0.4 eV [39],
which will in turn increase Φ. Hence, quantitative prediction of Φ in these systems will require a fully self-consistent
surface calculation that accounts for both vdW and full
relativistic effects.
To assess the general validity of our conclusions for
metal surfaces, we further investigated the work functions of
the Cu, Ag, and Au surfaces using the SC vdW-DF approach
coupled with the PBE functional. Again, we arrived at
similar conclusions as found with PBE þ vdWsurf
sc , namely,
an increase of Φ with the inclusion of SC vdW interactions,
with the vdW-DF method yielding Φ values of 5.10, 4.78,
and 5.40 eV for the Cu, Ag, and Au surfaces, respectively.
These slight overestimates with respect to experiment are
consistent with our findings above for the vdW-DF treatment
of the methane dimer in Fig. 1.
The work functions of surfaces can be tuned by molecular adsorption, with vdW interactions playing a
prominent role in the structure and stability of hybrid
inorganic-organic systems (HIOS) [29,40]. Since the Φ of
HIOS are known to be very sensitive to adsorption, we
extend our analysis of SC vdW effects by considering the
following HIOS: the adsorption of benzene, diindenoperylene (DIP), and PTCDA on the Ag(111) surface. When
compared to the corresponding clean surface, we found
that the combined molecule-surface Φ values decreased by
0.14, 0.21, and 0.22 eV, respectively, upon inclusion of SC
vdWeffects in these systems. In this regard, self-consistency
systematically improves the agreement with the experimentally determined work functions in HIOS. However, the
underlying mechanisms responsible for these observations
are qualitatively different. For instance, the variation of Φ
stems purely from the modification of the interface dipole
for the benzene-Ag(111) HIOS, while the decrease in Φ
is mainly due to an interplay between the interface dipole
and a reduction in the charge transfer between the molecule
and the surface for the HIOS involving larger aromatic
molecules (e.g., DIP and PTCDA).
In conclusion, we have developed and applied a fully
self-consistent implementation of the Tkatchenko-Scheffler
interatomic vdW functional within the framework of DFT.
The developed SC scheme can also be extended to more
advanced XC functionals based on the vdWTS method,
such as the iterative Hirshfeld [41] and many-body
dispersion [42] approaches and will be addressed in future
work. The analysis of SC vdW effects provided herein
demonstrates a clear connection between the Feynman
picture of vdW interactions originating from electrostatic
attractions between perturbed molecular electron densities
and the more conventional London picture of vdW
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interactions. As an outcome of our comprehensive study, it
is evident that the self-consistency of the vdW energy is
particularly important in systems with high polarizability
density and/or low dimensionality. The SC vdW effects can
affect binding energies and molecular multipoles for polarizable fragments, surface dipoles and work functions for
inorganic substrates and interface dipoles and charge
transfer for hybrid inorganic-organic systems. As such,
our findings are also strongly suggestive of the potential
importance of long-range vdW effects in properties beyond
the electronic ground state.
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